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TAe paper deals with the stnmcture of matrogenic graphs, their enumeration, and gives a 
linear-time algorithm which recognizes them based on their degree sequences. 
This article is inspired by the papers of Chvatal and Hammer Cl], Foldes and 
Hammer [4] and Peled [12]; threshold, matrogenic and matroidal graphs are 
studied here. 
The strum of threshold graphs and threshold sequences as well as the 
algorithms recognizing them have been described earlier [l, 6101 and are well 
known. ‘Ihe class of matroidal graphs close to threshold graphs has been intro- 
duced in [l2], where their characterization in terms of forbidden induced sub- 
graphs (as in [l} fkx threshold graphs) and a series of results concerning their 
strum are given. Matrogenic graphs, introduced in [4], form a wider class. In 
141 it is characterized in terms of forbidden induced subgraphs; the problem of the 
description of the structure of matrogenic graphs is reduced to the cae of split 
gt@s, the CW&& information on the structure of split matrogenic graphs is 
obtained. There the connection between the classes of matrogenic and matroidal 
graphs is established also. After that it remains only to classify split matrogenic 
graphs and obtain a fast algorithm ragnizing matrogenic graphs. 
Here we solve this problem in terms of the composition of graphs introduced 
earlier, using our theorem on thus canonical decomposition of a graph [14] and the 
classification of unigraphs (i.e., graphs determined up to the isomorphism by 
degrees of their vertices) [US]. The main results are the following: 
(1) A m\atrogenic graph is a unigraph. 
(2) A graph is threshold, matroidal, matrogenic iff all its indecomposable 
components are threshold, matroidal, matrogenic, respectively. 
(3) All indecomposable matrogenic, matroidal and threshold ppb are de- 
scribed. 
These results permit to enumerate the graphs under consideration by the 
number of vertices and to obtain a line-time algorithm recognizing these graphs 
from their degree sequences. 
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It has been proved before that every threshold graph is a unigraph, The number 
of n-vertex threshold graphs is found in 1133. The description of matrogenic 
graphs analogical to ours and a line-time algorithm recognizing them are obtained 
independently and &@t+neously, in‘ Ill];. it is also proved there that every 
matrogenic graph is a u&r&~. 
The main goal of this paper k to show how to obta@ such results with the help 
of, -t&e .~onic+l decom~~@$~~, and, that .it is* convenient o formulate t&em in 
these terms. Only the following results from the papers cited above are used in 
our proof: 
(1) A matrogenic (matroidal, threshold) graph does not contain the forbidden 
induced subgraphs pointed out in [4] ([12], [l]). 
(2) lf G is a t&eshoid,.graph, t en KI <U G, K1 f G arc threshold also [I]. 
Other resultsof these paperk concerning the structure of threshold and mat- 
rogenk graphs can be easily obtained once again from our Theorem i  . 
All the gra& considered are finite, nonoriented, they have no ioops and 
rnuhiple <edges. 
K’, and 0, are the complete and the empty (edgeless) IL-vertex graphs, 
rrcwplectiveeiy;^+K(A) is the com@lete graph with the set of vertices A; KkB is the 
osmplete bipar&e gzaph,with e -parts A and B; we write &, instead of KAS if 
. IAl=? m; ]Bl= n. c_ is the n-vertex chordlesscycle; mG is the union of m disjoint 
&pies of-a graph:~G. VG and EXkare the-sets of vertices and edges of a graph G, 
respe&ely. For UC VGi G(v). is the *induced subgraph. ti4 Q iuj v) means that 
vertices u and 0 are (;are not)-&ijacent. deg 2, is the degree of a vertex v. 
‘IIke author’s decomposition theorem [.14, 151 and the unimph classifkation 
[l8] play the prkc@al role in our classification. We. recall some necessary notions 
and fact& ) ‘ ” , 
Let G be a graph. Ifthere exists iauch apartition VG= A UB thatthe induced 
subgraphs G(A)_aird G(B) are complete and-empty, respectively, then .G and this 
&ion arecalled spl.it.~A is the top, B is,thelbottom partof G. 
‘tk -lit graphs were introduced independently by Foldes %iund Hammer [2, 31 
and the author (the polar graphsLl4, 15, X73). 
A @it partition is not unique, and so It is natu& to consider split graphs 
together with the tied top: and bottom. parts,. i e,, to call the triple (G, A, B), 
where 6; is a split graph, A UB = VG ’ is a split part&on in the sense 
mentioned above, 8 split graph. I, c , - ; . , 
One of the parts A and B may be empty, then we obtain the empty (0, 8, B) or 
the -mmplete (& A, (a) split graphs. Below we use lthe notations (0, 8, B) = O,,, 
(&A,@)=‘& .whenjA~~@~=~~ . ::,I , > , 
tit (G: A, B) and (H, C, D) be split graphs a& 1~ f be an isomorphism of G 
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onto H. f is called a split isomqrphism if f(A) = C (and so f(B) = D). Below we 
consider split graphs up to the split isomorphism, ordinary graphs-up to the 
graph isomorphism. 
We denote by 9’ and 3 the sets of split and ordinary graphs, respectively, and 
define the composition o:SPXS-,S as follows: if (G,A,B)EY, H&T and 
VGnVH=@, then 
(G,A,B)oH=GUHUKAw, . 0) 
where U is the sign of the union of graphs. The composition 0 has been 
introduced in [X7] and studied in details in [M-16]. 
If in (1) H is split and VH = C U D is a split partition, then (G, A, B) 0 H is alsc 
split with the top part A U C and the bottom part B U D. In this case we set 
(G,A,B)Q(H,C,I>)=((G,.A,B)OH,AUC,BUD). 
Thus the composition 0 induces the binary algebraic operation on 9 for which the 
same name and notation are used. 
The composition 0 is associative. 
A graph is called decomposable if it is the composition of two graphs. 
Otherwise it is indecomposable. 
m 1[14]. The set 9 of split graphs is the free semigroup with the alphabet 
consisting of ail the indecomposable split graphs with respect o 0. Etwy decomposa- 
ble nonsplit gmph is uniquely represented as the composition (G, A, B) 0 H, where H 
is an indecomposable nonsplit graph. 
Thus we obtain the uniquely defined decomposition of an arbitrary graph into 
indecomposable components. It is called the canonical decomposition of a graph. 
If G is split, then we decompose the triple (G, A, B) instead of G while 
constructing the canonical decomposition. Different split partitions for VG give 
different canonical decompositions. But the number of members in each decom- 
position is the same, and the corresponding members can differ by the split 
partitions only. Thus every graph G has the uniquely determined canonical 
decomposition. 
The notions of the splitness and the composition are transferred to graphical 
sequences (lists of degrees of graph vertices). Proposition 1 remains valid for 
sequences also [14]. Thus the uniquely determined canonical decomposition of a 
graphical sequence is obtained. 
Prop&ion 2 [14]. Let 
and 
be the cmumid &&mposi&ms of nmspZit gtupk. 63 arid H are isomorphic f the 
folkwing w?uwms Itold: 
(1) m := IL. 
(2) (G,, 4, B1) and (4, C,, Q) are split isomoqdaia for i = I, 2, . . * ) m, 
(3) F ad K WR? isomo#ic. 
A $raplh is tied a uni~~h if it is determined by the degree& of its vertices up 
tco the iscrmgphism. ~Wnigrq~s. are described in deMl in El85 
‘, L 
m 4 [l8]. rQ graph is a unigra& #uU its &ukumpcwble components a-rre 
WdpUph. 
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Below vertices from A are called top; all the rest vertices are called botiom. 
(5) Graphs &(n, i!, m) which are obtained fsom 
Sl(n, . . . . qn+l,..., n+l) 
V- 
z m 
by the addition of a new bottom vertex d adjacent to the ,tit 1 top vertices; n, m 2 1, 
1> 1 (fig. 2). 
(6) Graphs S&t, m) which are obtained from S, when I = 2 by the uddition of a 
new top vertex c adjacent to every vetiex except d (Eg. 2). 
(7) The complementary graph G- where G is one of the graphs mentioned above. 
(8) Graphs obtained fkm t,hose in (4)-(7) as the result of the foZi!owing operation : 
the extraction of all edges connecsimg top vertices and the addition of aSZ edges of the 
complete graph on bottom vertices. 
The natation of the switching plays an imprtimt role in the investigation of 
unigraphs [S]. We say that a graph G per&s a switching t = abed if a, 5, c, d arc: 
iti p&wise different vertices, a - C, a + d, b+ c, b -v d. The switching t replaces the 
edges UC, bd by d, bc. The graph obtained in the result is denoted by tG. 
PNBPO&O~ 6 [S]. A graph G is a unigraph ifl it is isomorphic to each tG. 
Rgot A*3 it is mbntioned in [.g], threshold graphs do not permit switchings and so 
they are all tu&rsp?~. L.ct G be a matroidal or matrogenic graph permitting a 
switching ~f=abcd. If there were the fifth vertex x kn G, x-c, xCt_d, then the 
induced subgraph ‘G@, a, x, d: h); (Fig, 3) would .bc a graph forbidqen for matroi- 
dal and matrogenic graphs [4i, 123. So the neighbc3urhood of c in VG\(4 b, c, d) 
(the set o!f adjacent o c vertices) is contained in the neighbourhood of d. By 
qmmetry ca.rguments these neighbourhoods coincide. But then the transposition 
(c, d) is an isomorphism of G and tG. By Proposition 6 G is an unigraph. (i) is 
pl’cwed. 
X 
!Since aU forbidden subgraphs from [l, 4,121 are ictkcomposable, then G does 
not contain some of them as an induced s&graph i8 all the indecomposable 
components of G do not contain it. We check t:he list of indecomposable 
unigr;lphs @opositiou 5) and ob&krthe statements (i&o+. 
It remains tom prove (ii).- As it is proved in [l]!, for a threshold graph G thte 
c.ompositk~~;:&~G; s.nd ,.G1oG are thresholkl also, so (ii) is <true: f&r threshold 
graphs. ConsequentiyP ltt:or~position @,l A; .B) a&k tbreshoiid WM& G and li 
are tkkeshol& This fact and the definition of rnatrogenic (matroidal) graphs imply 
statement $); m , ,pl II i j i ‘-% .( 
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Rermult, The lfollowing is proved in (41 (in other terms). 
A graph G is matrogenic i.ff one of the following statements holds: 
ii) G = WI&, az or C5;, 
(ii) G is a split matrogenic graph; 
(iii) G=(F, A, B)oH, w h ere F is a split matrogenic graph and H is a graph 
from (i). 
G is matroidal iff it is matrogenic and does not contain Cs as an induced 
subgraph. 
m(x)= i m,x" and l(x)= 2 &J” 
n=l n=l 
are the enumeration series for matroi&l and matrogenic graph, respectively (m, is 
the number of n-vertex pairwise nonisomorphic matroidal graphs, 4 is the same for 
mamgenic graphs), and 
p(x)=2x+x4+2 i x2”, 
n=3 
then 
m(x) = 
2p(x) - 3x + x4 
l(x) 
2p(x) - 3x + x4+ x5 =- 
l-P(X) ’ l-P(X) . 
proof, Theorem 1 implies that the series p(x), q(x) = p(x) -2x +x4, r(x) = 
q(x) + x5 enumerate indecomposable graphs: split matroidal, nonsplit matroidal 
and nonsplit matrogenic, respe&vely. Then taking into account Propositions 2 
and 3, we have 
m(x) = (p(x) - x + q(x)] f P(X)- == 
2p(x) - 3x +x4 
n=B l--P(X) * 
The arguments for Z(x) are analogicai. cII 
Recurrent formulas for m, and I,, can be easily obtained from the previous 
Corollary. 
The set S of degrees of vertices of a graph G is called its degree set, and G is 
called a realization of S. 
w 2. 7Iaere exisrs the uaique threshold graph among the realizations of a 
finite set S of positive integers. 7’his graph hais the minimal number of vertices among 
all the realizations of S. 
Pmof. Let 
S=(s1,s2 ,..., s,), CCS1~Sf=“’ <sm. _ 
Here 
l.?rm& Indeed, such graph has the form Kt~O1oKlo l l . or OpKpO1~~~ l . 0 
d’i s.. . , dh=s 
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is mamgenic; 
(3 4 = L, dm = 1, 4 =n-1, and for m>2 thie sequence 
(d*- r,p, . . . , (&__l - l,)[m-l 
is ??umq& ‘c; 
(4) II=~.~Ci,=lI-f,dl=n-2anciform)2 thesequence(4)ismattogenic; 
(5) d = (12&); 
(6) d = ((2k - 2)2k); 
(7) d = (29. 
Different conditions correspond to different possibilities for the first term in the 
canonical decomposition of the realization. 
B 5. A sequence d is matMda1 ifl one of the conditions (l)-(6) of the 
preuious corvkzry holds after replacing of the word ‘matrogenic by ‘matroidal’. 
Codby 6. A sequence d is thr&wld i’one of the conditions l(l), (2) of Gwollary 
4 holds ufter replacing of the word ‘matrogenic’ by ‘threshoki’. 
The verification of the conditions given above requires O(m) operations. 
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